StootzMusic
COMPOSER - SOUND DESIGNER - MIXER - PRODUCER
... Andy came up
trumps due to his
creativity and
professional
attitude...

Andy “Stootz” Stuteley is an
experienced composer, sound
designer, mixer and producer, who
provides orchestral and
contemporary music quickly and to
budget.
Mixing live and sampled instruments
he creates perfect soundscapes for
media productions.
He has produced outstanding scores
in all genres of films from comedies,
dramas, thrillers, mysteries and

horrors through to fast-paced actionpacked films.
He has worked on everything from
micro-length through indie / student
shorts to hour long documentaries
and full length feature films.

...audiences have been blown
away by Andy’s score...

Achievements
THE POINT OF REGRET
Do you chase your dreams, or do they chase you? In the
end, amidst the anger, the bitterness and the demented
theories of a tortured mind, this is actually a story of
courage, sacrifice and love.
Stootzmusic provided all the music, sound design, foley
and final mixes for Emanation Films.
Simon Tate, Emanation Films’ writer / director /
producer, sent this testimonial:
"We looked at over fifty composers for our feature film
"The Point Of Regret". It was one of the most hotly
contested positions on the film and a very hard choice
to make. I'm pleased that we chose Andy because he
came through for us ten-fold and did the sound design as well. His music fits the difficult mood of the film perfectly and he
had a great passion for the getting things absolutely right which, from a director's point of view,makes the ideal
collaborator. And commercially . . . well, audiences to date have been blown away by Andy's score. This is the ultimate and
well-deserved accolade."

When I listened to the tracks, I got goose pimples and knew that I had found the perfect composer.

REVELATION
DayZero Productions

THE LAST PIECE
DayZero Productions

SMALL POND
OTTFilms

Credit card fraud is rife... and easy.
Revelation shows a real life fraudster
demonstrating just how easy it is and
how irresponsible the UK’s
organizations are.

Three friends gather for a quiet evening in, can
everything be as it seems as they fight over
the last piece of chicken?

Rat lives life like his namesake, doing
whatever it takes to survive. Drug dealing,
mugging, stealing are all parts of everyday
life to Rat but when he steals a briefcase
from a well dressed stranger he realizes that
there are worse things stalking the city than
him, much worse.

Stootzmusic provided the musical
soundtrack for DayZero Productions

Stootzmusic provided the musical soundtrack
for DayZero Productions

Stootzmusic provided all the music, sound
design, foley and final mixes for Emanation
Films.

Testimonials
SMALL POND
OTTFILMS

Even under pressure and with mere days to work with, Andy came
up with a score that surpassed not only my expectations but my
hopes too. He's a real pleasure to work with and someone I sincerely
look forward to collaborating with again in the future. "

Matt Compton - Writer / Director / Producer

TAMESIDE SCHOOLS PROMOTIONAL VIDEO
Dan Atkinson Productions

"With a tight deadline and tiny budget Andy came up trumps due to his creativity and professional attitude. He
had 4 days to come up with 4 tracks to fit my promotional video and more than rose to the challenge. He gave
my project the perfect soundtrack and caught the exact mood I was looking for. His music certainly added
value to the finished piece and I would highly recommend working with Andy".

Dan Atkinson – Director / Producer

DEALING WITH THE DEAD
Proximity Pictures

"I had three days to find music for a scene from Dealing with The Dead.
Through an email sent to me from a friend, I came across Stootzmusic.
When I listened to the tracks, I got goose pimples and knew that I had
found the perfect composer. Within two days, Stootz had custom
composed a track that fit perfectly with a dream sequence. He was
super efficient, completely on the ball and an absolute Godsend! I can't
wait to work with him in the future."

Safeena Chaudhry - Writer/ Director/ Editor

CRASS TRANSIT
OTTFilms

"I believe that Andy is one of the reasons my first project was a success. He was committed; communicative;
understanding; professional and hard-working. He went out of his way to help me, both on a creative and a
practical level. He worked extraordinarily hard to a very tight deadline, producing a polished soundtrack that
worked perfectly with the film. I would work with Andy again in a heartbeat."

Jacqui Adams - Crass Transit - Writer / Director

Credits
2010

2009

2008

2007

PROJECT

PRODUCTION COMPANY

TYPE

GENRE

Revelation

DayZero Productions

Documentary

Crime

The Last Piece

DayZero Productions

Short Film

Horror / Thriller

The Point of Regret

Emanation Films

Feature Film

Action / Thriller /
Mystery

Mummy’s Boy

OTTFilms

Short Film

Drama

40,000 Reasons

Imy Aslam Productions

Feature Film

Drama / Thriller

Tameside Schools
Promotion

Dan Atkinson
Productions

Promotional
Video

Sports

Domestics

5th Column Productions

Short Film

Drama

Incarnate

Imy Aslam Productions

Trailer

Thriller / Action

Panopticon

OTTFilms

Short Film

Horror

Dealing with the
Dead

Proximity Pictures

Short Film

Horror / Thriller

Just For Fun

OTTFilms

Micro Short

Comedy

Shatter

OTTFilms

Short Film

Thriller / Drama

Crass Transit

OTTFilms

Short Film

Comedy

Small Pond

OTTFilms

Short Film

Horror / Thriller

Mirror Image

National Film and
Television School

Feature Film

Thriller / Action

Showreels
Here are three direct links to some contemporary and orchestral showreels:
http://music.stootzmusic.com/StootzmusicOrchShowreelv1.mp3
http://music.stootzmusic.com/StootzmusicOrchShowreelv2.mp3
http://music.stootzmusic.com/StootzMusicContempShowreelV1.mp3

Contact Details
E-mail:

andystootz@gmail.com

Mobile:

+44 (0)7590 529 762

Skype:

stootzmusic

Web:

www.stootzmusic.com

Facebook:

search for “stootzmusic”

Twitter:

@stootzmusic

SoundClick: www.soundclick.com/stootz
MySpace:

www.myspace.com/andystootz

